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Abstract
IoT and the Cloud are among the most disruptive changes in the way we use data today.
These changes have not significantly influenced practices in condition monitoring for shipping.
This is partly due not only to the cost of continuous data transmission. Several vessels are
already equipped with a network of sensors. However, continuous monitoring is often not utilised
and onshore visibility is obscured. Edge computing is a promising solution but there is a
challenge sustaining the required accuracy for predictive maintenance. We investigate the use of
IoT systems and Edge computing, evaluating the impact of the proposed solution on the decision
making process. Data from a sensor and the NASA-IMS open repository was used to show the
effectiveness of the proposed system and to evaluate it in a realistic maritime application. The
results demonstrate our real-time dynamic intelligent reduction of transmitted data volume by
∼ 103 without sacrificing specificity or sensitivity in decision making. The output of the Decision
Support System fully corresponds to the monitored system's actual operating condition and the
output when the raw data is used instead. The results demonstrate that the proposed more
efficient approach is just as effective for the decision making process.
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Introduction

Edge Computing is quickly becoming the strategy of choice in many IoT applications. With IoT
devices predicted to reach the space of Trillions in the next decade the existing data management
strategies such as Cloud Computing will quickly run out of resources and capacity [56]. In this
scenario, network resources are consumed by contextual data creating severe strain on centralised
architectures [18] making traditional management approaches unusable [4]. A compelling application
for Edge computing within IoT systems is presented in the maritime sector where targeted monitoring
which combines several methods is needed to assess operating condition of vessels and health status
of the machinery [60]. Safety and environmental regulations demand correct operating condition and
maintenance [13, 12, 39, 46, 43]. This is to reduce unexpected failures with impact on safety, loss of
ship, detrimental effects on the local environment, and casualties [19, 33, 38, 9]. As a consequence,
for a single vessel, 10% – 15% of the operating budget is dedicated to maintenance [10, 49, 57].
Compared to other Edge computing applications the maritime sector introduces new challenges:
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• The edge environment is less dynamic and connected. Networking constraints are
heightened and a continuous link to the cloud is not feasible for prolonged periods of time
when the vessel is in operation. Moreover, major maintenance actions cannot be taken during
this time.
• The edge system has higher security and reliability requirements. Due to difficulties
in maintaining the system during vessel operations the deployment the edge system should
account for a higher degree of hot and cold redundancy linked to increased cost.
• The edge has higher independence; in computational capacity and power. The edge
can be easily served by the on vessel power supply and dedicated server room space in terms
of resources and storage.
• The bandwidth for data transfer is a limiting factor. This limitation impacts the
volume of data that can be transferred from ship to shore while there is a high volume and
real-time requirement to support accurate decision making.
IoT and Edge Computing is recognised as one of the main technology trends in this industry [60].
The state-of-the-art is achieved through continuous Condition Monitoring (CM), predictive maintenance (PM) and remote visibility. Usually, a centralised method is employed for PM approaches,
where data is processed at shore often after manual extraction from the monitored systems (e.g.
hand held equipment or USB [32]). Here, an additional challenge is introduced through incomplete
datasets (i.e. lack of correctness and continuity) [2].
The shipping industry has been resilient to change [63] in adoption of IoT, Cloud and Edge
Computing methods which are currently recognised as a significant opportunity [60]. In 2012, 12%
of the global fleet used CM while only 2% used the data for automated maintenance management
[53]. A staggering 60% of CM applications have not matured to incorporation [45]. Several barriers
are often recognised including trust in the technology [8], data transfer to shore [31], Internet usage,
communications costs and availability [1]. However, the growth of digital intelligence applications
worldwide has increased awareness and demand in the maritime industry for collaboration and
data-sharing to decrease inefficiencies and redundancy [17, 34], increasing the transmission volume.
Considering the cost of real-time transmission for larger volumes of data, more inclusive efforts
towards reducing unnecessary information are needed [20, 47].
There is however one main challenge introduced by these new methods; the impact on predictive
accuracy of the operational condition and thus maintenance management decisions. In this work we
propose an Edge Computing system architecture that can achieve the required reduction without
impacting on decision support outputs. To this aim, the authors present a framework that enables
the fast access and transfer of data across networks and systems while generating information for
easier access and analysis. The proposed framework’s aim is realised through a lossy real-time
intelligent volume-reduction algorithm that converts data into actionable information.
Advancing Edge computing in this application domain while considering the domain specific
constrains the novelty of the proposed approach lies in the real-time, dynamic data analysis on the
Edge device to pick out events and changes that are necessary to influence the decision support.
Our work is focusing on a specific niche of Edge Computing, contributing to systems for less dynamic
and more constrained applications in terms of network infrastructure while maintaining very high
requirements of accuracy for decision making. Compared to the state-of-the-art the contributions
of this paper are:
1. Real-time Dynamic reduction of the transmitted volume of data by ∼ 103 without impacting
decision support outputs of the Edge and Cloud Server application.
2

2. Outperforming lossy compression techniques.
3. Measurement agnostic algorithms for IoT (Edge device) processing of data streams for ship
CM.
4. Simultaneous Edge processing for volume reduction and event extraction (intelligence) of several data streams within the capabilities of a single IoT device to ensure continuity and correctness of data.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The state-of-the-art in ship CM, data compression
and Edge computing approaches is presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents the use of higher
computation capability IoT systems for Edge computing and transmission of extracted information
while managing the recognised barriers. Further, we evaluate the impact of the proposed solution
on the decision making process. We present the results of the evaluation in Section 4 and discussion
in Section 5 with conclusions and future work in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.

2

Related Work

In new build vessels a variety of control/monitoring systems is available [54]. Those systems support
applications such as: CM, control, online documentation, trending, maintenance check lists and
training through simulation videos, weather, sea conditions, voyage data [59, 60]. The state-of-theart in ship CM data processing falls within one of two embedded system categories [21, 60]:
1. collection and transmission,
2. immediate processing and actuation without transmission.
A wireless collection solution is proposed in [29], where an Edge gateway [60] can provide temporary services until Cloud connectivity is available. However, all data is processed on the Cloud,
creating high operational cost and intermittent visibility. Additionally, the computation capabilities
and memory of the embedded system are limited potentially leading to loss of data, handling error
readings and system introduced errors in data stream.
An immediate processing solution, towards decentralised vibration data processing, is presented
in [62]. However, Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) is the only operation performed, time domain
information is not collected, and only one type of input is possible from one particular sensor. All
this restricts the applicability of the system and increases the error margin.
On the other hand, pre-processing is used in a variety of applications [30]. A closely relevant
example is CM in aviation, where it is found that collected raw data do not provide any additional
information [37]. It is reported that less power is required for pre-processing than transmitting the
raw data, often in the form of lossless compression, and the output of the analysis is suitable for
further processing [17].
Further expanding pre-processing methods, Edge computing is reported to reduce traffic by 95%
[61]. In recent years Edge computing has focused on moving Cloud services closer to the Edge of the
network, often on Edge Servers. In [3], the Cloud service is executed on software defined networking
infrastructure to process data locally when the Cloud is unavailable. However, this method still
requires the raw data to be transmitted to the Edge server; while in ship CM low network utilisation
is one of the main requirements.
In another direction, Edge computing approaches aim to utilise the increased computational
capacity of IoT but meet requirements of power consumption, latency and response rates [15].
Towards this direction a method that increases the computational capacity at the data collection
3

device is presented in [25]. However, the analytics machine learning component needs to be retrained
for every installation location, making the solution non-portable. Hence, a method that utilises the
best of both pre-processing and Edge computing would be more appropriate aiming to reduce the
volume of transmitted data without reducing higher level information density.
Well established approaches for volume reduction without compromising information density
are compression or information extraction. Commercial lossless compression tools include LZ77,
bzip2, GZip and RAR [44]. Many compression methods focus on video and image data [50], text
[44], or all combined. Lately, specialised hardware for IoT lightweight data compression has been
investigated with a focus on lossless [28]. Due to fundamental differences in the data forms, signal
processing approaches are more relevant to CM. To this end, a systematic review was performed
to identify the most recent approaches in: (1) data stream compression, (2) lossy compression, (3)
Edge computing for IoT data. To enable robust comparability the literature search targeted only
one code base, Github. This decision enabled the identification of state-of-the-art algorithms in
academic and industrial use while enabling reproducibility of research and experimental evaluation
for the input. The search returned 38, 313 and 14 results respectively. The inclusion criteria were:
(1) suitable for data stream, scientific data, or generic algorithm. The exclusion criteria were: (1)
suitable for image, or text. In total 100 git repositories were screened. The screening process
eliminated repositories that were not recently updated (cut off date 2015). From each search 3, 7
and 3 repositories were selected respectively, in total 13. Finally, 8 were successfully compiled on
our target platform and used for review in this section and evaluation in Section 4. From these, 5
have associated academic publications, 1 has an associated book publication, and 1 is a standard.
These are representative examples from each category and 5 are generally recognised compression
algorithms used by commercial tools.
The lossless compression algorithms that are most relevant to data stream compression are SLDC
[11], Huffman coding [23], the fast LZ77 [24] and the general purpose bzip2 [51]. Lossless commercial
tool compression ratio (CR) for CM achieves CR = 3 : 1 [30], while lossy approaches can achieve
higher reductions (e.g. 92 : 1 without affecting the decision-making process [55], 10 : 1 for sensor
data [30]). Thus, lossy approaches are appropriate [30] for lower bandwidth consumption but do not
address the challenges of continuity and correctness of data.
Recently research has intensified in lossy approaches targeting Edge computing applications. In
[58], the authors expect the devices to support Cuda and provide access to a GPU which is expected
to be more popular for Edge servers in the coming years. However, GPU hardware for IoT Edge
devices is not yet mainstream. On the other hand, in [5], the removal of noise is identified as an
opportunity for higher compression rates on IoT devices. An important consideration is that preprocessing and lossy approaches traditionally have a trade off resulting in sacrificing both specificity
and sensitivity in the resulting data. Additionally, a change in operational condition (e.g. switched
off), or failure (e.g. data acquisition equipment, software update) can introduce data that impact
the decision support process; false negatives/positives [2].
In parallel, research has focused on moving intelligence to the Edge. Information extraction on the
Edge can identify events, monitor continuity and correctness and reduce volume of transmitted data
through a single computation. Many methods are reported in literature for CM and vibration data
information extraction [36, 6], and depending on the recorded data a processing method is selected.
In particular, correlation based methods or machine learning methods have been used for ship CM
[7]. Their aim is prediction of time to failure and time to repair [52]. However, these approaches
require higher power, extensive processing capabilities and are better suited to post-transmission
feature extraction [14] often at an Edge Gateway or Server [3, 60].
We identify an opportunity in the merge of these approaches: compression, pre-processing and
Edge computing. We propose the implementation of real-time, dynamic analysis that intelligently
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Figure 1: System Architecture - Edge Components.
compresses transmitted volume. We use trend analysis, FFT and Time Domain Analysis at the
Edge of the network, consuming minimal data processing and transmission resources while providing volume reduction exceeding lossy compression methods, and ensuring data continuity and
correctness. We claim that the proposed approach does not sacrifice sensitivity or specificity at the
decision making level.

3
3.1

Methodology
System Architecture

The system architecture is presented in Fig. 1. Two hardware components are demonstrated,
the IoT data-acquisition/Edge-computing component and the receiver/Edge-Server unit. The main
processing capacity is provided by a Beaglebone Black (BBB) commodity hardware platform. The
receiver unit comprises the physical antenna connected directly to the main PC onboard the vessel
along with the developed Decission Support software.
We have previously developed a Decision Support System (DSS) presented in [40] which is deployed on the Edge server. The interface of the DSS can be deployed on the Cloud to provide remote
visibility. The DSS translates the extracted information to predicted failures, maintenance actions
for engineers onboard the vessel, and direct cost impact (benefit identification). This addresses both
benefit identification and reduced training overheads as discussed in [42, 40]. The DSS is integrated
in the system presented in this paper.
The software stack (Fig. 2) is separated in the IoT/Edge-processing component, the monitoring
and control component, the post-processing component and the reliability, DSS and transmission
to shore component. The components are distributed between IoT and Edge Server as described
in Fig. 2. This architecture allows a sensor-server type of architecture bringing some of the Cloud
intelligence to the very IoT device that captures the data. This distributing of the data processing to
various locations is possible due to the increased computational capacity but also due to the ease of
access to mains. The proposed system architecture achieves significant reduction of network traffic
over the wireless channel but also enables the IoT device to identify higher order events through
multiple data sources.
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Figure 2: Data flow through the system from virtual and physical sensors on the IoT Edge device
to DSS output generated at the Edge and Cloud servers supporting onboard and on shore user
applications.
The Edge-processing component is an information extraction algorithm that aims to capture the
statistical profiles of the attached measurements and identify events such as normal operation, alarm
conditions, IoT device malfunction and internal errors. On the other hand the post-processing tool
is tasked with informing the further processing units of any events that would compromise continuity
or correctness of the sourced data so that the DSS tool is not affected by data that should be ignored.

3.2

Edge Computing algorithms for Ship CM

A new approach for Edge and post processing is proposed and applied for vibration data as time and
frequency spectrum information is extracted along with events in a single pass over the incoming data
stream (Fig. 2). The Edge-processing and post-processing algorithms are presented in Algorithms
1 and 2 respectively.
The Edge processing algorithm reads a 10 minute window of incoming data points from each
stream. The window is then supplied to the FFT function which translates the incoming data to
their corresponding frequency spectrum series. The frequencies are shorted according to amplitude
from highest to lowest. Only the top 1% of the sorted frequencies (i.e. those with the highest
amplitudes) are retained for further transmission. The remaining are discarded. This percentage
was selected in the interest of minimising the transmitted data volume.
Further, the time series is profiled and statistical features extracted and retained for transmission.
These properties are the amplitude peak − to − peak, mean (µ), standard deviation (σ), root mean
square (RM S) and variance (σ 2 ). Finally, the raw time series is stored in local memory. Local
memory is overwritten in a circular buffer approach when full. Extraction of the raw time series is
possible manually if necessary.
As this paper focuses on the reduction of the transmitted volume the event extraction steps of
the algorithm were omitted for simplicity and clarity. However an approach similar to the postprocessing unit is used to perform these actions on the Edge node.
The post processing algorithm is utilising an open source tool that classifies vibration signals
and maps them to reliability values [48]. A reliability value of 100% identifies an excellent operating
condition for optimal performance, while a reliability of 0% identifies a system that has failed.
The tool uses k − means clustering to identify the proximity to normal or abnormal operation.
Additionally, incoming events are used by the implemented post-processing algorithm to identify
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Pre-process ADC output:
foreach window ∈ windowsn do
while samplelength 6= windowlength do
Read data in normal sampling rate;
end
Calculate F F Tnew ;
top1%new = Extract (F F Tnew );
2
calculate pk − pknew , µnew , σnew , RM Snew , σnew
;
packet = Package( timestamp, windowlength , top1%new ,pk − pknew , µnew , σnew ,
RM Snew );
Transmit (packet);
end
return
Algorithm 1: Pre-processing vibration data inputs.
when predictions should not be updated; for example, if the IoT device has an internal error any
data received is directly discarded and the prediction of the last valid input is retained.
Post-process Incoming traffic:
Enable spectrum analyser extension for reliability;
Provide Higher and Lower operational characteristics from manufacturer;
foreach packet ∈ Received do
classk = k − means(packet);
λ = d(classk , classthreshold );
Reliability = e−λ∗windowlength ;
foreach month := 0 → 5 do
prediction = Predict(Reliability,prediction);
end
end
return
Algorithm 2: Post-processing transmitted packets; where d() and k − means() are functions
provided by the reliability extension of the spectrum analyser and P redict() is provided by the
reliability analysis tool.

3.3

The IMS Dataset

The IMS dataset from NASA's open repository [22] was used as input data source. Data of three
run-to-failure experiments of bearings are presented in the set (Table 1). The dataset is collected
from four bearings mounted in series on an endurance test rig. The failure causes as identified by the
researchers recording the dataset are also presented in the table. Other failure causes include wear
and tear, lubrication and minor defect which are all mild conditions and often early warnings of the
failure causes and are presented in the table. The set covers periods longer than the manufacturer's
guideline for bearing life-time. Both x and y-axis vibration is recorded in the 1st experiment of the
dataset (8 readings from Table 2) but only x-axis vibration is recorded in experiments 2 and 3.
The assumptions at the beginning of every experiment are: (i) the bearings were in perfect
condition at the beginning of every experiment (dataset description) (ii) reliability of 100%. The
7

Table 1: IMS dataset experiments and recorded failures used for validation of the DSS output.
Experiment
Duration Failure
1st experiment 34.5 days inner race defect in bearing 3
roller element defect in bearing 4
2nd experiment 7 days
outer race failure in bearing 1
3rd experiment 44 days
outer race failure in bearing 3
Table 2: Measured parameters on bearing vibration.
No. Measurement
No. Measurement
1 Bearing 1 x-axis
5 Bearing 1 y-axis
2 Bearing 2 x-axis
6 Bearing 2 y-axis
3 Bearing 3 x-axis
7 Bearing 3 y-axis
4 Bearing 4 x-axis
8 Bearing 4 y-axis

original data is recorded in csv format and for the total of the 3 experiments span 86 days (approximately 2.8 months). The collective dataset is 6.1 GB. Transmission of the raw data would require
approximately 76 MB of data to be wirelessly transmitted from one Edge computing unit per day.

3.4

Implementation

The FFTW open source C library generated the frequency spectrum data [16]. An open source
tool was used to generate reliability values from these properties [48]. The reliability values were
inputted to the reliability analysis tool [41] which returns a set of five predicted reliability values
over each current calculated reliability value. Then the DSS tool received those as input[40]. The
evaluation focuses on DSS results.

3.5

Experimental Setup

To conduct the experiment we required an environment similar to the engine room but also a
significant data load from several sensors. The virtual sensors allow controlled inputs and low
cost high data volume generation from an established vibration dataset. The experiments have
been set up in the Marine Engineering Laboratory within the Naval Architecture, Ocean & Marine
Engineering Department at Strathclyde University. The laboratory hardware configuration and
experimental setup has been previously presented and validated [40]. Even though it is smaller than
a ship's engine room, the laboratory provides conditions of high interference and electromagnetic
noise being a 3x3 meter metal box with a glass window for visual access to the ”CM12 Armfield”
automotive four-cylinder, direct injection, high speed diesel engine. The engine was periodically
switched on and off to generate interference and to record physical sensor pressure data. This
environment realistically represents the engine room as it induces similar noise interference to the
wireless communication signals. The duration was approximately one day (8 hours). The laboratory
provides the required environment and access to only one physical sensor for measurements from
the diesel engine. Thus, we combine the virtual sensors and the single physical sensor on the same
hardware to create a single experiment in the correct environment but with the required data volume
generated (Fig. 3(right)).
The IoT Edge compute capable system connected to a set of virtual sensors is presented in Fig.
3(left). The wireless transmitter connection is via the USB cable. Two units were deployed with one
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physical sensor and a maximum of 15 virtual sensors for each experiment in the IMS dataset. The
sequence diagram in Fig. 3 demonstrates the process followed to generate analogue input signals from
the IMS dataset files. In essence, each data point is read from the file, sent over an analogue output
to the analogue input of an ADC chip. The signal is thus equivalent to the physical connection from
any vibration sensor from this point onward. Then, the ADC translates the analogue signal back
to digital and passes the digital signal to one of the Beagle’s GPIO input pins for pre processing.
The 1st experiment was Edge-processed and transmitted from one Beagle unit while the remaining
transmitted sequentially from the second unit.
The facility allowed us to simulate an environment very close to the real vessel engine room.
Nonetheless, the smart sensors’ deployment on a real ship would need to address the following
challenges. First, the sensors’ network would need to operate in a potentially harsh environment, as
the engine room is an area where oil, fuel and dirt are present. For this reason, a vessel’s engine room
has special demands for the installed equipment, which are usually controlled by the classification
societies. Secondly, the deployment would need to account for the engine room’s high overall ambient
temperature, with extreme hot spots close to the exhaust pipes. Several areas will also be subjected
to high vibrations, especially at the rear of the vessel, for example, in the steering gear room or
above the propeller shaft tunnel. Moreover, due to limited space and restricted heights in the
engine room, the sensors’ network would also require deployment solutions whose designs must
be carefully considered. In this respect, important factors for engine rooms applications should
be considered: i) No maintenance and reduced power consumption (high energy efficiency); ii)
Mechanical strength/impact resistance; iii) Shock and vibration resistance. The applicability of
wireless communications has been previously evaluated in literature [26].

3.6

Comparative Analysis Methodology

To demonstrate the novelty of the proposed work a comparison to related work was also performed.
The Github repositories identified trhough the systematic search were cloned and no modification
were made to the code. At points the Makefile had to be updated to enable compilation. Dependencies were installed for all repositories as specified in the Readme.md files or as identified during
compilation. In the case of Python, the relevant environment was sourced as indicated by the repository authors. In the case of C or C++ the code was compiled in the version of clang or gcc that
the repository specified.
To provide a common target platform all the repositories as well as the proposed methodology
were executed on an 3 GHz 6-Core Intel Core i5 and a Radeon Pro 560X 4 GB graphics card was also
available. This was selected as some of the methods would not be executable on the Beagle Bone
Black platform without excessive time requirements. During the experiment all other processes were
sleeping or were inactive to enable a common baseline. For each codebase the full IMS dataset was
processed and the output was used by the proposed post-processing and DSS components.
Additionally, to measure CPU utilisation and completion time one 10-minute window of the IMS
dataset was processed. The same 10-minute window was provided as input. The CPU time and
the clock time were recorded using the time Unix command line tool. This returns clock, CPU
kernel-space, and user-space time in seconds. The first is real time of execution, the second and
third are cumulative for all CPU cores. As a result the sum of kernel-space and user-space time can
be larger than the clock time, if more than one CPUs were used. The sum is reported in this paper
to evaluate real-time pre-processing capacity of each method.
Finally, for lossy algorithms the Root Mean Square Error was recorded. To record this the data
was post-processed and compared to the raw data. For all methods the compression ratio was also
recorded based on the data that would be transmitted for the full IMS dataset.
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Figure 3: All 7 virtual sensors connected from the Analogue I/O (ports 33 to 40) and connection
to BNC for physical sensor input (left) and sequence diagram of raw data acquisition process for
virtual (IMS data) and physical sensors (right).

4

Results

A total of 6.347 MB was transmitted over the wireless network (0.097% of the volume of raw data).
Each bearing is considered as an independent system with independent data. Thus, the DSS predicts
individual component warnings and/or failures. The scatter plots of the following figures map the
pre-processing extracted features to the corresponding calculated reliability. Each point in the graph
corresponds to the reliability calculated on a 10 minute measurement window. The predicted values
are not represented in this graph. The horizontal axis is the change of calculated reliability in time.
In the 1st experiment (Fig. 4) bearing 1 reliability moves from 100% to 91%, bearing 2 to 89%,
considered normal operation and thus the graphs are not presented. Bearings 3 and 4 displayed a
different behaviour. There was no reported failure or warning by the DSS for bearings 1 or 2 as
expected in Table 1. Bearing 3 demonstrates faster degradation (reliability of 40%) with a predicted
warning (orange) and failure (red). The warning was detected 19 days in advance, failure predicted
8.6 days earlier, in accordance with Table 1. Material wear and tear was identified as root cause
instead of the actual cause which was defect according to the Table. The cost associated with the
warning stage was $2,000 for the asset, the cost of maintenance was $0 assuming onboard parts and
labour, and the cost of delay was $5,000 for one day assuming the main engine of the ship would
need to stop for the maintenance action. For all three bearings the y-axis vibration did not provide
additional information regarding the condition as the DSS results were identical for each bearing.
The DSS suggested actions in order of likelihood were:
1. ”Check Bearing 3 for material wear and tear”.
2. ”Check Bearing 3 for non-effective lubrication”.
3. ”Check Bearing 3 for overheating”.
Bearing 4 also reported unusual values early on, also reporting differences in y and x axis vibration
(RM S, µ and peak − to − peak). The warning was raised 29 days ahead of experiment end and the
failure 25 days, correctly identifying a defect as root cause (Table 1). The costs calculated by the
DSS were identical to bearing 3. The actions suggested by the DSS were:
1. ”Check Bearing 4 for manufacturer defect”.
10

(a) bearing 3 vibration in x axis warning and
failure prediction ahead of actual failure

(b) bearing 3 vibration in y axis features
against reliability warning and failure
prediction ahead of actual failure

(c) bearing 4 vibration in x axis warning and
failure prediction well ahead of actual failure

(d) bearing 4 vibration in y axis warning and
failure prediction well ahead of actual failure

Figure 4: Statistical properties results of pre-processing of bearings 3 (a, b) and 4 (c, d) of experiment
1 mapped to the reliability results of post-processing. Legend is presented in (a) and shared by all
sub-figures. Series marked with * in the legend are plotted on the secondary vertical axis (right
side) while the remaining are plotted against the primary vertical axis (left side). DSS warnings as
vertical orange lines and failures as red.
2. ”Check Bearing 4 for material wear and tear”.
3. ”Check Bearing 4 for non-effective lubrication”.
Results for experiment 2 data are presented in Fig. 5. Warnings were predicted for Bearing 1,
3 and 4 of experiment 2; for bearings 3 and 4 predicting a potential failure after the end of the
experiment. It is thus impossible to validate those two potential failures due to lack of further data.
11

(a) bearing 1 vibration in x axis warning and (b) bearing 2 vibration in x axis no warning or
failure prediction ahead of actual failure
failure prediction

(c) bearing 3 vibration in x axis warning
raised ahead the end of experiment

(d) bearing 4 vibration in x axis warning
raised just before the end of the experiment

Figure 5: Statistical properties results of pre-processing in experiment 2 mapped to the reliability
results for all bearings. Plot as in Fig. 4. Legend presented in (a).
The suggested actions and predicted cost are identical to experiment 1 bearing 3. The only predicted
failure (bearing 1) matched the condition at the end of the IMS dataset (Table 1).
Experiment 3 results are presented in Fig. 6. A warning was raised for bearing 2 but later evoked
as reliability increases. An additional warning was raised for bearing 3 leading to a predicted failure
(9 and 2 days before experiment end respectively). Thus meeting the expectation (Table 1) but
with short time-to-failure. Overall all ISM dataset failures were identified successfully and no false
positives/negatives were produced.
These results demonstrate that the lossy extremely compressed transmitted volume does not
sacrifice specificity or sensitivity in regards to the decision making process. To further investigate
the novelty of the proposed method a comparative analysis was performed against state-of-the-art
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(a )bearing 1 vibration in x axis no warning or
failure prediction

(b) bearing24 vibration in x axis warning
raised and then evoked

(c) bearing 3 vibration in x axis warning and (d) bearing 4 vibration in x axis no warning or
failure prediction just ahead of actual failure
failure prediction

Figure 6: Statistical properties results of pre-processing in experiment 3 mapped to the reliability
results for all bearings. Plot as in Fig. 4. Green vertical line denotes warning state evoked. Legend
presented in (a).
methods identified in Section 2.
The results are summarised in Table 3. The transmitted volume in of our proposed approach
is several orders of magnitude smaller than any other Edge computing or compression approach.
Moreover, our proposed method has the smallest Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The RMSE of
0.0003 justifies our earlier findings in terms of correct identification of warnings and failures and
outperforms the LFZip approach even in the case of 10% error.
Further the time and CPU time of each approach are presented in Table 3 for the processing
of a 10 minute window of raw data. This was measured to evaluate the suitability of each method
for IoT deployment (Edge device target). As expected implementations in C have smaller CPU
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Table 3: Comparative analysis. Transmitted volume (Trans.) reports only the output of each
method for the IMS dataset. In the case of the proposed method, the physical sensor information
was removed to allow an even baseline of comparison. The programming language (Lang.) is also
reported as well as the CPU time (t.).
Git Repo
Category
Lang.
Trans.
CR
Time (s) CPU t. (s) RMSE
ride [3]
Edge Server
6.1G
0
EdgeComp
Edge Server
6.1G
0
sldc [11]
Lossless
C
628M
9.94
0.07
0.06
0
Huffman [23]
Lossless
C
2.6G
2.36
0.173
0.146
0
FastLZ [24]
Lossless
C
2.6G
2.38
0.038
0.014
0
bzip2 [51]
Lossless
C++
2G
3.06
2.907
3.058
0
cuSZ [58]
Lossy
CUDA
LFZip error 0.01 [5]
Lossy
Python 484M
12.93
0.222
0.630
0.005
LFZip error 0.1 [5]
Lossy
Python 125M
50.09
0.271
0.705
0.058
Proposed
Edge lossy
C
4M
1553.39
0.014
0.013
0.0003

time requirements than C++ or Python. Total was below 1 second for the manority of cases.
However to meet real-time requirements the results of sldc, FastLZ and our proposed method are
more appropriate. The smallest times are achieved by our proposed method closely followed by the
FastLZ which implements the LZ77 algorithm. Additionally, C++ and Python implementations
demand more than one CPU for their execution, demonstrated through the CP U time > T ime
relationship. As the majority of IoT processors utilise a single CPU these methods are not portable.
In the future more capabilities are expected on IoT devices including multiple CPUs (e.g. BigLittle arm architectures) and GPUs (e.g. Raspberry Pi 3). However, this is not yet the case.
Thus, approaches such as cuSZ using CUDA are not yet suitable in a vast majority of IoT devices.
Unfortunately, in the case of cuSZ the process crashed when attempting to compress the IMS dataset
and no results were obtained. Finally, in the case of Edge computing approaches, the full raw data
is transmitted to the Edge server so measurements of time and RMSE were not relevant and are not
reported. Also the Edge components execute on Software Defined Network infrastructure and the
language is not reported as multiple languages are used.
Finally, the LFZip compression results when the error is set to 10% were post processed and
results were obtained through the DSS. This replicated the same steps used in our proposed method
with the input of the post processing algorithm being replaced with the 125M of transmitted data.
In summary, the DSS did not identify 2 of the expected warnings at the correct time (experiment 2
bearings 3 and 4) and did not identify 3 of the expected failures (experiment 1 bearing 3, experiment
2 bearing 1 and experiment 3 bearing 3). Thus, a CR = 50.09 : 1 is detrimental to the decision
making process when events are not identified.

5
5.1

Discussion
Evaluation

In this paper we verify the capability of the system to process different inputs simultaneously.
Additionally, we verify and validate the data management and processing method through comparing
the DSS output with reported failures of the IMS dataset. In all experiments the failures were
predicted successfully and no false predictions were recorded. The DSS only failed to identify the
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correct root cause in one occasion. In most cases (1st & 2nd ) a long time-to-failure was recorded;
1/2 of bearing's life-time or earlier. Though in some cases the warning to-failure period was very
short (worst case 9 days). Some warnings that did not match reported failures were raised. These
could not be validated due to available data limitations. However, all bearings were operating in
excess of their useful life-time according to the manufacturer, making a failure a high possibility.
A total cost of $17,000 for each bearing was predicted for the shipping company; on effect of
failure to the system, its maintenance, and vessel's operation. Suggested actions were validated
against those identified by the experts for bearing maintenance.
Through all experiments, 0.097% of the raw data volume was transmitted over the network. A
reduction which exceeds the best performing lossy compression for CM data with CR = 92 : 1
[55] and the best performing LFZip lossy approach with CR = 50.09 : 1 by more than 1 order of
magnitude, equating to CR = 1553 : 1. For vibration data, we report a volume reduction of 3 orders
of magnitude without compromising the DSS output and decision making process, thus without
sacrificing specificity or sensitivity as evident through the RM SE = 0.0003. This is higher than any
reported or evaluated compression algorithm for this type of data making the proposed approach a
significant contribution to IoT and Edge computing systems for CM.

5.2

Impact

The proposed approach advances ship CM and advances the technical results reported in literature in the performance and suitability of wireless networks in shipping CM. The system addresses
the identified gap in literature providing wireless data transfer of extracted features with very low
network overheads.
The impact to stakeholders and benefits are well documented; reduction of failures, business
target management and compliance, reduction of human error, maintenance of higher quality, and
reduction of maintenance cost, leading to less maintenance at sea, no need for permanent crew that
has experience on the particular vessel, better performance and condition of ship, reduction of risk,
better emission management, and increased availability of the ship [35, 60].

5.3

Security, Transferability, Limitations & Threats to Validity

In the current work we make no guarantees for the security of the data. In this direction, well
known approaches are available [27], while low-cost IoT generation approaches are investigated
[64]. However, as raw data is never transmitted over the network privacy increases and inherently
security. Transferability to any other domain where CM is applicable is possible if alternative posttransmission processing and DSS components are utilised (e.g. robotics, power generation systems,
wind turbines, remote locations). The limitations of the proposed system are mostly defined by
hardware considerations; maximum number of sensors, CPU or Bandwidth, battery power. Also,
post-processing some of the vibration datasets could limit the capacity of the system to interface
to any analysis tool (e.g. high fidelity requirements of ANNs). Threats to the validity are lead
by assumptions made. One was that the raw data stream was accurate. However, this is out of
the scope of this paper and the DSS output was not affected. Another threat to validity was the
laboratory environment.

6

Conclusion

The system decentralises data analytics, effectively Edge-processes and wirelessly transmits equipment and machinery CM data on IoT, providing low cost CM for the maritime industry. The system
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can parallel process several input sensors. At minimum we extract (i) a subset of the frequency spectrum, and (ii) the statistical properties of the recorded signal with a single computation over the
input measurement. We thus successfully carry the required information without sacrificing specificity or sensitivity and without compromising the decision-making process. We reduce the traffic of
data from the data acquisition point to the final presentation point. Along with the DSS’s reduced
training overheads and improved benefit identification, it supports enhanced utility and applicability
providing several benefits to industry stakeholders. In conclusion, the system addresses the current
industry needs and contributes to existing research in processing data away from central servers
within the ship CM domain and a constrained context while achieving 103 volume reduction and
RM SE = 0.0003.

7

Further work

Further case studies could investigate the optimal percentage of frequency spectrum peaks that is
sent. This would potentially increase the amount of information that is successfully transmitted and
enhance compatibility with post-transmission processing tools. Additionally, other measurements
could be added to the system for completeness (e.g. speed). Finally, the experimental setup could
be improved. However, laboratory facilities were closed due to COVID19 and visits on-board vessels
impossible at this period. Thus such work will need to be undertaken in the future when normal
operations resume.
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